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Abstract

A deep convolutional neural network model is presented here which uses deep learning fea-

tures for text and non-text region segmentation from document images. The key objective is

to extract text regions from the complex layout document images without any prior knowl-

edge of segmentation. In a real-world scenario, a document or magazine images contain

various text information along with non-text regions such as symbols, logos, pictures, and

graphics. Extraction of text regions from non-text regions is challenging. To mitigate these

issues, an efficient and robust segmentation technique has been proposed in this paper. The

implementation of the proposed model is divided into three phases: (a) a method for pre-

processing of document images using different patch sizes is employed to handle the situa-

tions for variants of text fonts and sizes in mage; (b) a deep convolutional neural network

model is proposed to predict the text or non-text or ambiguous region within the image; (c)

a method for post-processing of document image is proposed to handle the situation where

the image has complex ambiguous regions by utilizing the recursive partitioning of those

regions into their proper classes (i.e. text or non-text) and then the system accumulates the

responses of those predictive patches with varying resolutions for handling the situation of

text fonts variations within the image. Extensive computer simulations have been conducted
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using a collection of complex layout magazine images from Google sites and the ICDAR

2015 database. Results are collected and compared with state-of-the-art methods. It reveals

that the proposed model is robust and more effective as compared to state-of-the-art methods.

Keywords: Complex layout, Document image, Text and Non-text region, Segmentation,

Patch-based approach, Deep Learning Method.

1. Introduction

The automatic document image processing system has greater relevance in the current

era of digital information technologies. Primarily, document image processing deals with

an understanding of document page layout along with structure format [1]. Segmenting (or

classification) plays a central role in exploring text and non-text regions of document images.

It is one of the important steps for an optical character recognition (OCR) system [2]. Further,

separation of text and non-text regions are useful for spotting information about symbols,

words, logos, graphics, scripts, pictures, tabular structures, etc [3]. The composition of these

in the document image layout adds an extra burden in the overall process of managing text and

non-text data. Therefore, either the computational cost will be very high or the system will be

compromised in terms of accuracy. The accuracy of the system will be compromised mainly

due to ambiguous regions that are present in the text and non-text document images. Here,

the term ambiguous region represents the composition of both text and non-text regions. In

addition, literature [1] reveals some other key challenges also. For example, how to deal with

(a) the complex layout structures; (b) text lines in different curves with multi-direction; (c)

variations in font sizes; (d) noise artifacts; and (e) degraded image qualities [4]. Addressing

these challenges is necessary to make the system efficient for analyzing the objects within the

images.

It is noted that separation of text and non-text regions is the predominant part of a docu-

ment image analysis (DIA). Several attempts had been made to propose and perform the DIA

in a robust and effective manner [5]. The selection of a DIA method largely depends upon

the type of document images that have been used for processing. So far, it was found that

the actual process of segmenting a document image is based on the detection of text regions.
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There exist some computer vision algorithms that have been implemented for image seg-

mentation and object detection. In order to effectively utilize the computer vision algorithm

one needs to categorize the algorithms as [6]: (a) distance-based; (b) texture-based; and (c)

white-space-based analysis.

The existing methods have some limitations and drawbacks in terms of segmentation

considering two quality measures are: (a) segmentation accuracy; and (b) time consumption.

Hence, to mitigate limitations and drawbacks deep learning models have been proposed for:

(a) analyze the document images in complex layout structures for word spotting; (b) words-

recognition; (c) regions-clustering; and (d) information retrieval for optical character recog-

nition (OCR) system [7]. Motivated by the state-of-the-art research, we propose a novel deep

convolutional neural network approaches that use deep features for text and non-text region

segmentation from complex layout document images.

The major contributions of this paper are highlighted as follows:

1. A complex layout document image analysis has been proposed using some deep learning-

based approaches where the proposed system is eligible to segment the text and non-

text regions within the document image and highlights its great impact on the perfor-

mance of text recognition, optical character recognition, and classification for various

document images.

2. The implementation of the proposed system carries (a) the patch-based approach for

the pre-processing of the document images, (b) design and development of predictive

models using the proposed Convolution neural network architecture for classifying the

extracted patches into text, non-text and ambiguous classes, and (c) recognizing the

patches using the proposed post-processing region-based segmentation approach cor-

responds to each patch within the document image.

3. A novel method of post-processing of document images has been carried out where

the system handles the ambiguous regions (composition of both text and non-text

regions) situation by utilizing the recursively partitioning of those regions into their

proper classes (i.e. text or non-text) and then it merges the responses of those predic-

tive patches with varying resolutions to handle the situation of text font size variations
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within the document image.

4. Extensive computer simulations have been conducted to evaluate the performance with

quantitative comparisons. The standard benchmark databases such as the ICDAR2015

and a collection of complex layout magazine image databases are used during the sim-

ulations. The performance is tested against state-of-the-art methods. Result reveals

that the proposed deep feature-based model showed high robustness and found more

effective than the state-of-the-art methods.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes related work; The basic

terminologies of Convolutional Neural Networks have been discussed at Section 3; Section 4

presents the proposed method of document image processing; Section 5 highlights simulation

results, analysis and discussions; and Section 6 draws the conclusions of this research.

2. Related work

This section focuses on state-of-the-art research on document images. There exists sev-

eral approaches were proposed to deal with layouts in the document images. It was noted

that among all top-down and bottom-up approaches were gained significant popularity and

used widely [8]. In the top-down approach, the entire document images were partitioned

into a number of blocks which was further divided into text line and then into words. On

the other hand, the bottom-up approach followed the reverse process of the top-down. In the

bottom-up approach, the process begins with the local information. Then, words were deter-

mined using the local information. Next, words were merged into lines. Finally, lines were

merged into blocks. Therefore, these approaches are categorized into three groups such as

pixel-based segmentation, block-based segmentation, and connected component-based seg-

mentation [9]. Region-based segmentation is another approach where the document image

is partitioned into a number of blocks and then the classifiers are applied on those blocks.

In the pixel-based approaches, each pixel in the document image is classified and it is very

time is taken and sensitive to noises. The connected component-based approach relies on

the labeling of connected components to discriminate text and non-text regions by the correct
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classification of those connected components. Each connected component depends on height,

width, eccentricity, and features from surrounding areas so, training a classifier using these

components from complex document images, is also a challenging issue. Extracting texture

information from natural images, character recognition in unconstrained images (composed

by a wide range of variations in background, texture, and fonts) make the process more and

more challenging [10]. Therefore, it is a wide research area to analyze document images in

complex layouts situations.

The distance-based methods work with connected components to discriminate text from

graphical elements within the image such as Voronoi diagram [11], Delauney tesselation [12],

and run-length coding features [13]. These distance-based methods rely on how well distance

thresholds are being used to remove edges and groups in the connected components. White-

space-based analysis methods analyze the background structure of the document images and

determine the physical layout in the image. The texture-based methods are based on the

analysis of wavelets [14], auto-correlation with multi-resolution framework [15] and Markov

random fields with pixel density features [16] to separate the text regions. The texture-based

methods are based on the composition of transformed-based texture analysis such as Ga-

bor and Log polar wavelet features with Harris corner detectors [17]. Fisher discriminant

analysis with wavelet filters has been employed for text extraction from document and scene

images [14][18]. Since texture-based methods perform some classification and isolation of

text regions, but in most cases, these methods are not specifically designed to perform oper-

ations. As a result, some refinements, consequences, and merging operations are needed to

train the model for extracting texts from the complex background document images. Benjelil

et al. [1] proposed the text segmentation method using steerable pyramids features. Chen

and Wu [19] proposed a multi-plane approach for text segmentation from the complex back-

ground document images. Separation of text vs non-text regions using the recursive filters

had been designed by Tran et al. [8].

A document image has various texture patterns. To analyze and distinguish those patterns,

there exist several different approaches to analyze the texture patterns and among them trans-

formed, structural and statistical-based approaches are widely used in practice. Transformed-
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based approaches relate to the texture analysis with various filter responses from wavelets,

Gabor, and Leung Malik filters [20]. The structural approaches define the spatial arrangement

of texture patterns and analyze the structure of those texture patterns. Fractal dimension,

mathematical morphology, and image gradients are structural texture analysis approaches

[21]. The statistical approaches are based on the quantitative measure of pixel intensities

arrangement both in regular and non-regular texture regions and the methods under these

categories are bag-of-words, sparse representation, locality constrained, co-ordinate decent

and block co-ordinate decent techniques [22]. Tran et al.[23] had performed document lay-

out analysis based on the classification of text vs non-text region segmentation and for this,

the structural based approaches such as mathematical morphology, multilevel homogene-

ity, and connected components of image regions have been employed and tested on ICDAR

2009 database. Antonacopoulos et al.[24] had presented the comparative evaluation of page

segmentation to extract the text region from the ICDAR 2015 document images using var-

ious structural-based segmentation methods. Clausner et al.[25] method was the extension

of Antonacopoulos et al.[24], where not only text but also nested region contents have been

extracted during page segmentation of the ICDAR 2017 document images.

Among the methods, the current research using the convolutional neural network ap-

proach has also be involved in document image processing for information retrieval. Kang

et al. [26] had developed a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) architecture to classify the

document images into ads, news, reports, and application forms. Deep neural network cor-

relation learning based CT brain tumor detection system have been developed by Wozniak

et al. [27]. Capizzi et al.[28] had built a small lung nodules detection based on fuzzy-logic

and probabilistic neural network with bioinspired reinforcement learning techniques. Bac-

teria shape classification by the use of region covariance and convolutional neural network

had been proposed by Polap & Wozniak[29]. Harley et al. [30] developed a document image

classification system using deep learning-based features for sixteen categories of document

images. Their system classifies the sixteen category document images based on fixed-size re-

gion partitioning such as header, footer, left body, right body with respect to each document.

Their used network system is complex and has obtained performance with the help of several
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handcrafted features. In our work, the proposed system uses simple CNN architecture and

some robust techniques to extract text patterns within any complex layout document images.

The success of the proposed system is not limited and may serve as the solution to several

problems for finding different objects such as symbols, words, logos, graphics, and scripts

by differentiating text and non-text regions within any document and magazine images. End-

to-end text recognition in natural and scene images using deep learning features had been

proposed by wang et al. [10]. A quality assessment for OCR using a deep learning approach

had been proposed by Kang et al. [31]. A data-driven representation for word spotting and

recognition was proposed by Sharma and Sankar [32]. Kulkarni et al. [33] had proposed

a connected component-based analysis using deep learning features for unsupervised word

clustering in the document images. A joint learning embedded method for objects and text

recognition using the neural network with multiple layers of linear projections followed by

non-linearities had been proposed by wang et al. [34]. Wilkinson & Brun [35] had developed

a method for both semantic and verbatim words-spotting using Deep Neural Networks. Zhou

& Tan [36] had proposed an Electrocardiogram soft computing using Convolutional neural

network and Extreme Learning Machine technique for recognizing Electrocardiogram as the

clinical cardiac examination for measuring the state of the human heart. A novel soft comput-

ing method for engine Remaining Useful Life Prediction of a system or a component using

raw multimedia (sensor) data by Singh et al. [37]. The basic methodology of Convolutional

Neural Network (CNN) architecture has been elaborated in Section 3.

3. Basic Terminology for Convolutional Neural Networks

Nowadays deep learning-based approaches have gained great success to overcome several

limitations of document image processing problems. The deep learning-based approaches

perform both feature extraction and classification tasks simultaneously through convolu-

tional neural networks (CNNs) models without the networks being designed it manually.

Furthermore, the deep learning-based approach derives a higher level of representation for

the complex patterns in its deep layers. So, in this work, we have used feature learning for

classification using convolutional neural networks (CNNs) architectures which are the most
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representative supervised deep learning models. CNN uses the responses from filter banks to

obtain shape information of textures within the image. Its designs are suitable for employing

the arrangement of complex features from the previous layers to the next layers while their

sparse spatial responses are useful to derive discriminant features for various object recogni-

tion, and segmentation problems in computer vision research areas [38].

• Convolution layer [39] is the core building block of a CNN architecture and it performs

most of the computational heavy lifting. The parameters of this layer consist of a

set of kernels. During forward processing, the input image is convoluted with each

kernel and compute the dot product between the entries of the filter and the input and

produce a feature-map corresponding to that kernel. As a result, the network learns

filters that activate when it detects some specific type of feature at some spatial position

in the input. Here during each convolution the tanh activation function [40] has been

employed. This tanh activation function is mathematically defined as tanh(z) = ez−e−z

ez+e−z ,

where z be the filter response for the corresponding pixel obtained at that convolution

layer.

• Maxpooling layer is inserted to reduce the spatial size of the feature map representation

and it also reduces the computation and number of parameters in the network. This

layer is also used to control the over-fitting problem. The pooling layer operates with

filters of size 2 × 2 applied with a stride of two down samples every depth slice in

the input feature map by 2 along both width and height. For example in every ‘max’

operation would, in this case, be taking a max over four numbers.

• Fully connected layer considers all the features and establishes a relationship between

the features. This layer is performed after several convolutional and max-pooling lay-

ers and takes all neurons from the previous layers and connects it to the every single

neuron it has in the next layer. In the proposed CNN, after the first dense layer, the

sigmoid activation function [40] has been employed and mathematically it is defined as

sigmoid(z) = 1
1+e−z , z be the element of feature-map obtained from the pervious layer.
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After the final dense layer softmax activation function [40] has been employed and

mathematically, it is defined as σ j(z) = ez j∑K
k=1 ezk

, j = 1, 2, · · · , k, 0 ≤ σ j(z) ≤ 1.

4. Proposed methodology

In the proposed work we have designed a system for classifying text and non-text regions

in a document image. Here we divide the system into three components: (i) Preprocess-

ing, (ii) Feature learning followed by the classification, and (iii) Postprocessing. In the first

component the preprocessing task consider patches with multi-resolution analysis to handle

the situations for varying text fonts, text sizes, and objects in the image, the second com-

ponent performs better classification tasks for identification of text and non-text regions by

discriminating the ambiguous region within the image, and the third component performs the

post-processing task to resolve the issues of ambiguous and noise artifacts to increase the

performance of segmentation of both document and magazine images. Hence, multi-text res-

olutions, colors, other noise artifacts do not affect the performance of the proposed system.

A block diagram of the proposed system is shown in Fig. 1.

Proposed
CNN

Image Pre-processing
Output

Feature learning
followed by

classification

P
o

st
p

ro
ce

ss
in

g

Figure 1: Block diagram for the proposed system.

4.1. Preprocessing

The document images are classified into various categories depending upon the content

in the document image I. A document may be consist of text, text lines, skew, text blocks,

paragraphs, lines, curves, corners, and some filled regions. So, the processing of the docu-

ment image can be categorized into textual and graphical regions [41]. The objective of this
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work is to identify the textual content which may either be in the textual region or the graph-

ical region (i.e. text on the objects or the filled-in-region). Fig.2 shows some text, non-text

and ambiguous regions in the document image I. The transformation of a series of images

by identifying languages, fonts and script is also the preliminary stage of processing of the

document image I. Hence, preprocessing is required to handle the situation in the image

where the extraction of the text region is difficult. Generally, thresholding, noise removal,

extraction of foregrounds from backgrounds are some steps of preprocessing of I, but these

techniques face difficulties at the time of distinguishing the text and non-text regions accu-

rately. Moreover, in the complex layout documents [42] the ambiguous (i.e mixed of text &

non-text) regions exist in the image. The patch-based approaches have capabilities to better

resolve these situations [42]. So, this approach has been employed here. In this approach,

the image I is partitioned into small blocks. Then each block is processed individually and

the final image is reconstructed by combining the processed blocks accordingly in a similar

fashion at the time of extraction. In this work during preprocessing, a patch wn×n is consid-

ered over I, which slides with overlapping of p pixels horizontally and then vertically. The

collection of these patches says L = [w1,w2, · · · ,wN] ∈ Rn×n×N (N is number of patches from

I ) undergoes to learning tasks to derive some model which may obtain the response for each

patch wn×n to distinguish its belonging either in text or non-text region.

4.2. Feature learning for classification

Feature extraction is the most important task in image classification problems. Extracting

more discriminant and distinctive features for the given problem domain in image classifica-

tion is also a great challenging issue. During classification, the extracted discriminant features

undergo learning algorithms [43]. These learning algorithms work on the following principle

settings: (i) learning the feature components independently for parameter setting for the spec-

ified task function, (ii) the ways of learning should be unsupervised that will provide a low

dimensional feature representation for the task parameters. This learning of parameters has

been performed in a controlled environment i.e. regularization is introduced in the sparse-like

optimization function. In this work, we have also employed a deep learning-based approach
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Text with varying font, style, size 

Text 

Text 

Non-Text 

Non-Text 

Ambiguous

Ambiguous

Ambiguous

Ambiguous

Figure 2: Demonstration of different regions in a document image I.

where a convolutional neural network (CNN) architecture has been proposed to classify the

text and non-text region in the document image I. The proposed CNN architecture is shown

in Fig.3 which has been designed based on three Convolution layers, one Max pooling layer,

and one fully-connected dense layer (discussed in Section 3). For the sake of problems for

ambiguous patches (shown in Fig.2) (i.e. the patches which have both text and non-text con-

tents), an extra outcome has been incorporated in the proposed CNN and hence the proposed

CNN results in three outcomes says text (O1), ambiguous (O2) and non-text (O3). Table 1

demonstrates the type of layers and number of parameters used in each layer of the proposed

CNN architecture.

To train the proposed CNN architecture (Fig. 3), the collection of patches says L =

{L1, · · · , Lm} from m training samples have been used. Hereby setting the three outcomes:

O1 (text), O2 (ambiguous), and O3 (non-text), the weights due to the feature maps of the con-

volutional layers are adjusted. For the adjustment of the weights, we have used the Adaptive

Moment Estimation optimizer (Adam) [44]. It uses only the first two moments of gradient

and the learning rate or steps size η, and average over them. The weight updates of Adam
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Figure 3: Proposed CNN architecture for the proposed system.

Table 1: The architecture of the proposed CNN with the number of parameters. The input to the network is the
image wn×n.

Layers Output Shape Parameters #

Convolution2D
(3 × 3@8)

{(n − 2),
(n − 2),

8}

((3 × 3) + 1)
×8 = 80

MaxPooling2D
(2 × 2)

{(n − 2)/2,
(n − 2)/2,

8}
0

Convolution2D
(3 × 3@6)

{(n − 2)/2 − 2,
(n − 2)/2 − 2,

6}

((3 × 3 × 8) + 1)
×6 = 438

Convolution2D
(3 × 3@4)

{(n − 2)/2 − 4,
(n − 2)/2 − 4,

4}

((3 × 3 × 6) + 1)
×4 = 220

Flatten
{((n − 2)/2 − 4)×
((n − 2)/2 − 4)×

4}

0

Dense
7

{(((n − 2)/2 − 4)×
((n − 2)/2 − 4)×

4)+1} × 7
Activation
(Softmax) 3 (7 + 1) × 3

Total
parameters

{(((n − 2)/2 − 4) × ((n − 2)/2 − 4) × 4) + 1}
×7+24+738

optimizer are mathematically calculated by wt = wt−1 − η
ĥ√
ṽt−ε

, where ε is smaller num-

ber. The primary advantages of using Adam optimizer are that it works well and suitable

for problem-solving for large training data-sets. ‘Adam’ can handle non-stationary objective

function than RMSProp [45] optimizer while overcoming the sparse gradient issues draw-
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back appears in RMSProp. It is favorable compared to other stochastic optimizers. The

implementation of ‘Adam’ is straightforward and computationally efficient with minimum

consumption of memory. To optimize the network, the mean squared loss function [46] has

been used iteratively until the loss function is minimized up to a certain threshold. After ad-

justing the weights and convergence of the loss function, the Softmax classifier [46] has been

used which converges Oi for each patch wi. Here each Oi gives a probability score for each

wi says si = exi∑
i exi , xi is the output of the three neurons such that 0 ≤ si ≤ 1 and

∑3
i=1 si = 1.

Now the response generated for each patch wi undergoes the proposed postprocessing step of

the proposed system.

4.3. Postprocessing

The postprocessing technique is a kind of modification on an image after some exposure

has been completed. Here the postprocessing technique is required on the text and non-

text region to make a decision that the attempt is made close to the patch that it lies either

in text or in the non-text region. To improve the performance of OCR, the postprocessing

technique needs better development. Moreover, here the region-based segmentation approach

has been employed and for this, the image is partitioned into several patches. Due to the over-

segmentation and the presence of noise in the images, an effective method of postprocessing

has been applied. In this work, we have performed postprocessing of document images in

such a way that each patch gets a response. If the response is either text or non-text, it will be

placed properly. If the response comes for an ambiguous region (i.e. some part of the patch is

text and another some part is non-text) then that patch is divided into four equal sub-patches.

Then each sub-patch is re-scaled into n × n pixels patch and further classification has been

performed individually on each sub-patch to get it properly classify in text or the non-text

region otherwise the division and the classification of the corresponding patch will continue.

The working flow diagram of the proposed postprocessing technique has been shown in Fig.4

and the processing steps have been discussed as follows:

• During postprocessing, each patch wi corresponds to text or non-text region in the

image I. Here each wi undergoes to trained CNN model which generates s1, s2, s3
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Figure 4: The working flow diagram of the proposed postprocessing technique.

scores corresponding to each wi with outcomes O1, O2 and O3 respectively. During

experimental setting it has been decided if the generated score is s1 (s2 < s1 & s3 < s1)

then the outcome is O1 and the patch wi belongs to text region in I. If the generated

score is s3 (s1 < s3 & s2 < s3) then outcome is O3 and the patch wi belongs to non-

text region. If the score is s2 (s1 < s2 & s3 < s2) then the outcome is O2 and wi

belongs to ambiguous region. In this case the patch wi is divided into four equal sub-

parts i.e. wi =

 qi1 qi2

qi3 qi4

. Now each qi j has been rescaled to the same size of wi

and undergoes to the CNN model for classification and these processes will continue

until it converges to either text (O1) or non-text (O3) region outcomes. The purpose

of dividing these patches is that the probability of finding text or non-text is higher

in smaller patches and this type of recursively processing handles the segmentation of

varying resolution in the document images I. Hence, the method converges into three

outcomes and finally the patch qi j is rescaled into its small version and reflected in the

image I. This postprocessing step has been shown in Fig.5.

• There are variations in the size of text fonts and the texts are rotationally invariant in

the document images. So, to handle this situation, the selection of size of patch wi is

very important. Here we have used patches of different size ni × ni, i = {1, · · · , ρ}, ρ is

number of distinct patch size. So, for each patch [wni×ni we obtain the post-processed

image Pi such that I
wni×ni
−−−−→ Pi. Finally, we fuse each segmented image Pi to obtain the

proposed segmented image P =
⋃ρ

i=1 Pi. The demonstration of this postprocessing step
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has been shown in Fig.6.
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Figure 6: The working flow diagram for the step2 of the proposed postprocessing technique.

4.4. Performance evaluation

Here we evaluate the performance based on the pixel-level matching of the segmented

image (binary) and the ground truth (GT) binary image. The label of each pixel has been

considered either text or non-text-based. So, after pixel-wise matching between segmented
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and GT image, some pixels are correctly matched to its class i.e. text-pixel is matched with

its corresponding text-pixel in the ground truth and similarly non-text pixels with its non-text

pixels. It has also been observed that some text-pixels of the segmented image are wrongly

classified as text-pixel in GT whereas non-text pixels as text-pixels. We consider tp (text as

text), tn (non-text as non-text), fp (text as non-text) and fn (non-text as text) are the number

of true positives, true negatives, false positives and false negatives matching. Based on these

metrics we obtain the segmentation accuracy for the test document I which is as follows:

• The ratio of the intersection of text pixels in both the ground truth image (GT) and

the segmented test image (P) over the total number of text pixels in GT is obtained by

Precision for text class i.e. P =
tp

Actual Match =
tp

tp+ fp
.

• The ratio of the intersection of text pixels in both the ground truth image (GT) and the

segmented test image (P) over the total number of text pixels in a P image is obtained

by Recall for text class i.e. R =
tp

Predicted Match =
tp

tp+ fn
.

• Segmentation accuracy is computed by tp+tn
tp+ fp+tn+ fn

.

• The F1-Score is computed by 2×P×R
P+R

.

5. Experimental results and discussions

5.1. Database used

The performance of the proposed system has been evaluated using two standard databases.

For the first database, we have collected the images from Google sites. The purpose of build-

ing this database is that the images must contain the various challenging issues such as vari-

ations in text-font, text-size, text-rotation, text-scaling, noises, skew-lines, objects embedded

with text, and textual & non-textual connected components. Here the collected images con-

tain these issues together with non-text regions, page-header regions, page-footer regions,

and text-body regions with more complex layouts. This database contains forty different

magazine images and these images are shown in Fig. 7 and their corresponding URLs are
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listed in Table 2. For convenience, this database is named Complex Layout Magazine Image

Database (CLMID).

(1)

(8)

(2) (3) (4) (5)

(9)
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(33)
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(35)
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(28)

(36)
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(37)
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(30)

(38)

(15)
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(31)

(39)

(7)

(16)

(24)

(32)

(40)

Figure 7: Images from CLMID database.
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Table 2: URL list for images from CLMID database.
(1.tif)

http://pixelpeppa.blogspot.
com/2011/09/magazine-

layout-article-on-web.html

2.tif)
https://www.pinterest.ca/

pin/287245282458231718

(3.tif)
https://www.pinterest.
com/pin/4020870729

66062838/

(4.tif)
http://mini.mfagen

cy.co/magazine-article-
layout-template/

(5.tif)
http://composurema
gazine.com/renaiss

ance-fare/

(6.tif)
http://mini.mfagency.

co/magazine-design-layout/
magazine-editorial-layout-

by-jeff051477-
on-deviantart.html

(7.tif)
https://www.e-elgar.com/

shop/research-handbook-
of-expatriates

(8.tif)
https://www.deviantart.

com/

shannongilland/art/
50th-Maga

zine-Layout-3-18877
7837

(9.tif)
https://www.google.co.

in/search?

(10.tif)
https://cassco

meau.
wordpress.com/categ

ory/

photoshop/

(11.tif)
https://www.google.

co.in
/search?\

(12.tif)
https://www.pinterest.com/

pin/493355334159791737/

(13.tif)
https://www.pinterest.

co.uk/

pin/2576200411642
75949/

(14.tif)
http://www.melanilustphoto

graphy.com/blog.cfm?
postID=20&new-canaan-

darien-rowayton-ct-restaurant-
shoot-portraits-of-chefs-and-

their-dishes-rowayton-seafood-
farmers-table-tuscan-restaurant

(15.tif)
https://www.pinterest.

co.uk/

pin/6880656492890
59158/

(16.tif)
https://www.deviantart.com/

dougedoug/art/Spread-1-
from-Time-Magazine-

112274761

(17.tif)
https://www.google.co.

in/search?

(18.tif)
http://www.ghubar.com/

designs-magazine/musi
ngs-of-a-chocolate-lover-

cooking-
the-books-layout.html

(19.tif)
https://www.google.co.

in/search?

(20.tif)
https://www.pinterest.

co.uk/

pin/626986197920
55819

(21.tif)
https://melodytodmt.

wordpress.com\

(22.tif)
https://www.prospects.

ac.uk

(23.tif)
http://www.flickriver.com

(24.tif)
http://catinthebagg.com

(25.tif)
http://www.yourarticle

library.com

(26.tif)
http://www.timothy

gordon.org

(27.tif)
http://students.oneonta.edu

(28.tif)
https://beanz145.
wordpress.com

(29.tif)
http://www.mushing.com

(30.tif)
http://www.magazine

designing.com

(31.tif)
http://www.mushing.com

(32.tif)
http://www.mushing.com

(33.tif)
https://sunnsea54.

wordpress.com

(34.tif)
https://sarahcheung1.

wordpress.com

(35.tif)
https://inspirationhut.net

(36.tif)
https://tiep88.wordpress.

com

(37.tif)
http://www.imdb.com/

(38.tif)
http://m.blog.naver.com

(39.tif)
http://1.keywordhelp.

cn.com

(40.tif)
https://in.pinterest.com

For the second database, the images are taken from the ICDAR 2015 [24] database. This

database contains 87 color images with more challenging regions such as text, separator,

images, lines, and arts. Some images of this database are shown in Fig. 8. During experi-

mentation, we have used 70 images as these images are only available online.

5.2. Results and discussions

In this work, the proposed system is implemented in Python on Ubuntu 16.04 LTS O/S

version with Intel Core i7 processor 3.20 GHz and 32GB RAM. During experimentation,

some document images have been randomly selected to train the proposed CNN (Fig. 3). For
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Figure 8: Images from ICDAR 2015 page segmentation competition dataset.

training purposes, we have chosen nearly m = 20 samples from ‘https : //www.google.com/search?q =

complex+layout+magazine’, and ‘https : //www.pinterest.com/dnacreativeshoppe/magazine−

page− layouts/’ websites and then each image I undergoes preprocessing tasks. These train-

ing images are shown in Fig.9.

Here during preprocessing (discussed at section 4), we consider a patch wn×n (n = 20)

which slides over I with 50% overlapping of pixels assuming that the label of the patch as

text if it has more than 80% text region while the label of the patch will be non-text if it has

less than 10% text region. Moreover, if the patch w contains both text and non-text regions
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Figure 9: Examples of training images used for the proposed CNN.

which may contain (10− 80)% text/non-text regions then, the label of the patch is considered

to be ambiguous. This assumption is based on the manual interpretation for the patches to

decide their class (text/ non-text/ ambiguous). After preprocessing, we have extracted nearly

10,25,670 patches from m = 20 training samples. This collection of patches is used to

train the proposed CNN to estimate the best parameters for the proposed model Φ1. Here

during training, the batch size is 500, learning rate 0.01, and the number of epochs 500. The

obtained model Φ1 is further used to obtain the prediction for both text or non-text patches in

the document image I based on the patches extracted from I.

During document image segmentation, the image I undergoes to the first step of post-

processing with the trained model Φ1 and then the segmented image P1 is obtained i.e.

I
Φ1(w20×20)
−−−−−−−→

w20×20
P1 for w20×20. Since there are various challenging issues during image segmen-

tation (discussed above), the patch w20×20 considered over I may not sufficiently recognize

the text regions which have large font size than the selected patch size. So, we have also

considered another patch w30×30 over I and obtain the collection of patches from m = 20

training images and then train the proposed CNN to obtain the another model Φ2. Then the

segmented image P2 for test image I is obtained by model Φ2 i.e. I
Φ2(w30×30)
−−−−−−−→

w30×30
P2. similarly,

the patch w40×40 and w50×50 have been considered over I and obtain the models Φ3 and Φ4
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respectively. Using Φ3 and Φ4 models for test image I, the segmented images P3 and P4 have

been obtained respectively such that I
Φ3(w40×40)
−−−−−−−→

w40×40
P3 and I

Φ4(w40×40)
−−−−−−−→

w50×50
P4. The number of best

parameters due to patches w20×20, w30×30, w40×40 and w50×50 are shown in Table 3.

During training each model i.e. Φ1(w20×20) or Φ2(w30×30) or Φ3(w40×40) or Φ4(w50×50),

nearly 6,83,780 text, 2,45,345 non-text, and 96,545 ambiguous patches have been employed

based on w20×20, w30×30, w40×40, and w50×50 patch sizes respectively. To check the effectiveness

of these models, we have obtained performance of training images, due to these text, non-text,

and ambiguous patches. The performance of the obtained models have been demonstrated in

Fig.10. From this figure it has been observed that the text regions are well recognized by the

model Φ1 than Φ2, Φ3, and Φ4 whereas the ambiguous regions are well recognized by Φ4 than

Φ3, Φ2, and Φ1. Simultaneously, the recognition of non-text regions are more or less same

for each model and it is due to that (i) the text regions are well recognized by selection of

small patch (i.e. w20×20 here) over the document image, and (iii) the selection of large patch

(i.e. w50×50 here) may assume several patches as ambiguous regions.

A
cc
u
ra
cy
(%
)

Figure 10: Performance of derived models due to text, non-text, and ambiguous patches from the training
images.

The obtained P1, P2, P3 and P4 are binary images where the white regions correspond

to text regions and black regions corresponds to the non-text regions. For better perfor-

mance of segmentation, these binary images undergo to obtain the final segmented image

for the proposed system by fusing P1, P2, P3 and P4 images i.e. P = ∪4
i=1Pi. This fu-
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Table 3: List of best parameters for the proposed system.
Patch Parameters #
wn×n {(((n − 2)/2 − 4) × ((n − 2)/2 − 4) × 4) + 1} × 7}+24+738

w20×20 {(5 × 5 ∗ 4) + 1} × 7 + 24 + 738=707+24+738=1469
w30×30 {(10 × 10 ∗ 4) + 1} × 7 + 24 + 738=2807+24+738=3569
w40×40 {(15 × 15 ∗ 4) + 1} × 7 + 24 + 738=6307+24+738=7069
w50×50 {(20 × 20 ∗ 4) + 1} × 7 + 24 + 738=11207+24+738=11969

sion is nothing but the addition of corresponding pixels at each position of P i.e. P(x, y) =

P1(x, y)+P2(x, y)+P3(x, y)+P4(x, y) and the image P contains the text and non-text segmented

regions in I. Moreover, the image P contains some noise artifacts which are further cleaned

by applying some morphological area filters to remove such noises. Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 show

the performance of the proposed system for CLMID and ICDAR 2015 database for different

patch sizes respectively. Here the first row shows the original image (I), second the seg-

mented image (P1), third (P2), fourth (P3), fifth (P4) and the sixth is P respectively, whereas

the seventh row shows the ground truth of the actual segmented regions of I and finally, the

eighth and ninth rows show the segmented color text and non-text regions respectively.

During quantitative analysis, for each test sample (I), we derive a confusion matrix [47]

in which we measure the number of text and non-text region pixels correctly match with their

corresponding text and non-text region pixels with its ground truth pixel in GT image, then

true positive rate (TPR) and true negative rate (TNR) are computed respectively. Similarly,

the non-text region pixels are matched as text region pixels while the text region pixels are

matched as non-text region pixels, then false positive rate (FPR) and false-negative rate (FNR)

has been computed respectively. Now from these measures, receiver operating characteristics

(ROC) [47] curves has been drawn (Fig. 13 for CLMID and Fig. 14 for ICDAR 2015) due to

different patch sizes of (I).

From Fig. 13 and 14 it is observed that the proposed system has attained better perfor-

mance for the fused image. So, in this paper, we have reported the average performance (in

terms of Accuracy and F-Score) for 40 images from CLMID (Table 4) and 70 images from

the ICDAR 2015 database (Table 5).

Here we have compared the performance of the proposed system with some existing
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Figure 11: The segmentation effect due to different selection of patches:(a) First row (original Image form
CLMID), (b) Second row (P1), (c) Third row (P2), (d) Fourth row (P3), (e) Fifth row (P4), (f) Sixth row (Fused
P), (g) Seventh row (Ground truth), (h) Eighth row (Colored text regions), (i) Tenth row (Colored non-text
regions).

methods such as Hasan et al. [48], Audithan et al. [49], Wang et al. [10] and Lee et al. [50]

for both of the databases. To compare the performance of these competing methods, we have
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Figure 12: The segmentation effect due to different selection of patches:(a) First row (original Image form
CLMID), (b) Second row (P1), (c) Third row (P2), (d) Fourth row (P3), (e) Fifth row (P4), (f) Sixth row (Fused
P), (g) Seventh row (Ground truth), (h) Eighth row (Colored text regions), (i) Tenth row (Colored non-text
regions).
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Figure 13: ROC curves of the proposed system for CLMID database.
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Figure 14: ROC curves of the proposed system for ICDAR 2015 database.

implemented these methods accordingly and obtain the performance in terms of accuracy, F-

score, and time (in sec.). Table 6 demonstrates the performance achieved by these competing

methods and the proposed method. From Table 6 it has been observed that the performance

of the proposed system is better than Hasan et al., Audithan et al., Lee et al., and Wang et

al. in terms of accuracy, F-score, and time and these comparisons show the superiority of the
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Table 4: Performance of the proposed system for CLMID database.
Image Accuracy(%) F1-Score Image Accuracy(%) F1-Score
1.tif 88.43 0.8926 21.tif 89.32 0.9139
2.tif 88.69 0.8967 22.tif 92.89 0.9371
3.tif 89.60 0.9043 23.tif 85.95 0.8860
4.tif 87.17 0.8915 24.tif 89.46 0.8887
5.tif 90.22 0.9577 25.tif 92.50 0.9144
6.tif 92.53 0.9309 26.tif 91.74 0.8923
7.tif 84.13 0.8571 27.tif 87.38 0.8862
8.tif 88.90 0.8892 28.tif 97.33 0.9512
9.tif 91.34 0.9219 29.tif 85.24 0.8599
10.tif 92.65 0.9372 30.tif 84.33 0.8766
11.tif 88.36 0.8940 31.tif 87.89 0.8473
12.tif 88.79 0.8592 32.tif 91.28 0.8835
13.tif 90.02 0.9072 33.tif 90.37 0.8946
14.tif 92.70 0.9362 34.tif 94.31 0.8498
15.tif 92.53 0.8937 35.tif 87.40 0.8975
16.tif 89.60 0.8888 36.tif 91.10 0.8902
17.tif 90.89 0.8653 37.tif 86.82 0.8635
18.tif 91.12 0.8826 38.tif 91.03 0.8615
19.tif 89.84 0.8917 39.tif 90.70 0.8904
20.tif 89.76 0.9045 40.tif 87.04 0.8924

Average 89.78 0.8945

proposed system.

Here we have also compared the performance of the proposed system with some existing

deep learning models such as Vgg16 [51], ResNet50 [52], Inception-v3 [53], Lin et al.[54],

and Wang et al. [10]. For comparison purposes, we have implemented these methods under

the same training-testing protocol and have built the model that corresponds to each deep

learning architecture. Then, the obtained model is being applied to each image to find its

segmented image. Further, the segmented output image is compared pixel-wise with its seg-

mented ground truth image to obtain the segmentation performance metrics such as accuracy,

F1-score, precision, and recall. These performance metrics are obtained for each image of

the CLMID and ICDAR 2015 database respectively and the average performance has been

reported in Table 7 with respect to each database. From Table 7 it has been observed that the

proposed system has outstanding performance.
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Table 5: Performance of the proposed system for ICDAR 2015 database.
Image Accuracy(%) F1-Score Image Accuracy(%) F1-Score

00770158.tif 95.21 0.9478 00770171.tif 96.70 0.9657
00770190.tif 87.12 0.8270 00770194.tif 96.69 0.9642
00770195.tif 96.18 0.9320 00770197.tif 95.26 0.9555
00770201.tif 96.22 0.9623 00770204.tif 97.19 0.9764
00770205.tif 94.44 0.9244 00770213.tif 96.06 0.9449
00770232.tif 96.48 0.9215 00770235.tif 91.95 0.9226
00770246.tif 97.64 0.9627 00770249.tif 93.02 0.9261
00770263.tif 97.33 0.9782 00770280.tif 97.58 0.9538
00770649.tif 96.71 0.9346 00770658.tif 90.52 0.7354
00770669.tif 94.09 0.8278 00770674.tif 95.20 0.9612
00770677.tif 82.89 0.7029 00770679.tif 94.16 0.9470
00770680.tif 95.60 0.9614 00770683.tif 87.11 0.8217
00770685.tif 96.94 0.9734 00770686.tif 95.80 0.9689
00770689.tif 95.64 0.9646 00770692.tif 92.00 0.8962
00770695.tif 96.25 0.9550 00770701.tif 93.08 0.9379
00770708.tif 94.33 0.6445 00770720.tif 92.58 0.9334
00770721.tif 94.36 0.9484 00770722.tif 95.07 0.9387
00770723.tif 94.46 0.9539 00770730.tif 96.14 0.9712
00770734.tif 95.28 0.9456 00770752.tif 95.93 0.9491
00770769.tif 94.32 0.9544 00770776.tif 92.68 0.8197
00770780.tif 92.61 0.9422 00770781.tif 93.62 0.9521
00770782.tif 92.13 0.8964 00770783.tif 93.73 0.9287
00770784.tif 94.11 0.9457 00770785.tif 93.60 0.9509
00770786.tif 94.47 0.9520 00770787.tif 94.82 0.9444
00770788.tif 88.19 0.7944 00770789.tif 94.94 0.9609
00770790.tif 96.61 0.9488 00770792.tif 94.02 0.9558
00770796.tif 93.15 0.9279 00770798.tif 90.31 0.9004
00770801.tif 96.92 0.9816 00770802.tif 93.77 0.9199
00770803.tif 96.71 0.9621 00770809.tif 97.13 0.9746
00770810.tif 95.73 0.9483 00770814.tif 96.13 0.9650
00770815.tif 96.41 0.9628 00770871.tif 93.48 0.8732
00771059.tif 88.51 0.7540 00771096.tif 91.95 0.8785
00771150.tif 94.70 0.8741 00771165.tif 95.91 0.9592
00771229.tif 89.31 0.8678 00771251.tif 90.77 0.8625
00771283.tif 95.89 0.9552 00771298.tif 95.01 0.9213

Average 94.15 0.9196
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Table 6: Performance comparison of the proposed system with the other competing methods.

Method Accuracy (%) F1-Score Time (in Sec.)
CLMID

Hasan et al. [48] 67.63 0.5128 0.5682
Audithan et al. [49] 73.74 0.7227 1.4262
Lee et al. [50] 88.79 0.8589 0.9148
Wang et al. [10] 89.05 0.8659 0.9190
Proposed 89.78 0.8945 0.6292

ICDAR 2015
Hasan et al. [48] 77.11 0.8343 0.7312
Audithan et al. [49] 72.84 0.7880 0.8192
Lee et al. [50] 92.89 0.9017 0.8135
Wang et al. [10] 93.85 0.9056 0.7891
Proposed 94.15 0.9196 0.5691

Table 7: Performance (in %) comparison of the proposed system with the other Deep Learning Models.

Method Accuracy(%) Precision Recall F1-Score
CLMID

Vgg16 [51] 56.89 0.6128 0.5322 0.5421
ResNet50 [52] 62.12 0.7045 0.6154 0.6082
Inception-v3 [53] 64.73 0.7132 0.6475 0.6307
Lin et al.[54] 74.67 0.9015 0.8534 0.7446
Wang et al. [10] 89.05 0.9162 0.9056 0.8659
Proposed 89.78 0.9305 0.9011 0.8945

ICDAR 2015
Vgg16 [51] 65.71 0.8405 0.7017 0.6362
ResNet50 [52] 69.19 0.8865 0.7964 0.6905
Inception-v3 [53] 74.03 0.8824 0.8043 0.7310
Lin et al.[54] 81.92 0.9103 0.8767 0.7945
Wang et al. [10] 93.85 0.9587 0.9235 0.9056
Proposed 94.15 0.9781 0.9417 0.9196

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed a method for segmenting the text and non-text region

in the complex layout document images. To obtain better segmentation performance, the

working flow of the proposed system has been divided into three components: (i) prepro-

cessing where the different patch sizes with multi-resolution have been considered to handle

the situation for varying text font, text size, and objects in the image, (ii) for classification
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of text vs non-text regions, the convolutional neural network architecture has been proposed

which performs better classification of text and non-text regions and well discriminate the

ambiguous region in the image, (iii) a novel post-processing technique has been employed to

handle the ambiguous region and fused the performance for segmentation due to selection of

different patch sizes in the document images. Here the proposed system makes the system

more robust and independent without any prior knowledge of image segmentation for both

complex layout documents and magazine images. The comparisons with the ground truth and

the state-of-the-art methods show the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed system.
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